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Indian Agriculture
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Existing Farm Practices

• The practices in India have a very traditional bearing and have not significantly changed over time. The 
good-old methods relying on rains as per heavenly calendar are becoming irrelevant in the face of changing 
climate.

• The eco-system that a present farmer is exposed to is not favorable either. Availability of information on 
quality of inputs (water, fertilizers and soil) is often absent or inaccurate. This results in virtually blind use 
of input resources with very poor understanding of their impact on the crop yield.

• It should also be noted that predicting weather over tropical regions is fundamentally more difficult and 
much harder if the projections are to be made over smaller regions.

• Forecasting weather over 100 acres is next to impossible and as such environmental conditions as input 
can hardly be used.
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Indian Agriculture-ISSUES 

• Scarcity of Water
• Low Crop Yield
• Inadequate Crop Quality
• Excess application of Water, Fertilizer, Pesticides etc
• Rapid changes in weather & Environment
• Farmer Indebtedness



Source : Scope of AI & ML in Indian Agriculture, Anupama Namburu, Acharya Nagarjuna univ



Technology Intervention—Precision Agriculture
• Increasing the productivity, enhancing the income of the small farmer and ensuring sustainable 

agriculture are vital in a country like India.

• This can be achieved with application of emerging technologies in the sector to maximize production

Precision agriculture is the technology that enhances farming productivity. 

 It prepares the land for farming, 

 ensures equally fertile vegetation across the field,

monitors plantations during in season growth,

 detects early onset of pests and diseases. 

 It also ensures application of farm input in right amount, at right time, at right location through harvest 
and post harvest processes

Precision agriculture involves

 remote sensing,

 use of geographical information system (GIS),

 global positioning system (GPS),

 image processing to determine soil nutrient composition, early detection of pests/diseases, application 
of farm inputs like fertilisers, herbicides, water etc.





How of Precision Agriculture

Source : Global Food Security,2016



Precision Agriculture & Small Farms



Tools For Precision Agriculture

• Precision Agriculture Aviation (PAA) technologies for remote 
sensing

• Artificial Intelligence technologies for data analysis & 
interpretation 

• When combined together are  are proving to be major tools for precision agriculture



Agriculture Aviation- Remote sensing Technologies
• The existing agricultural remote sensing technologies are classified into (a) satellite, (b) aircraft, (c) 

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)/Drone platforms

• Satellite based: Satellite based remote sensing technologies are widely used to provide guidance in 
global agricultural production. In India also this is in use for the last two decades. Indian agricultural 
scientists have done a lot of work using satellite images. The image processing and data processing has 
been a major challenge in the practice of agriculture. Features of images from vegetation need to be 
extracted, segmented and finally fed into model. The processes are slow, suitable for overall 
assessment but not useful to a small farmer

• Aircraft based remote sensing: Aircraft based remote sensing is flexible and versatile for fields to be 
imaged at variable altitudes depending on the spatial resolution required. While these technologies are 
better than satellite based systems, however are not within the reach of small farmers

• UAV based remote sensing: UAVs offer one of simple construction, low cost operations and maintenance, 
a compact and light weight foot print; simple to operate and high flexibility as a remote sensing 
platform. The UAV based systems are ideally suited for small farms prevalent in India.

• UAV based Aerial Spraying Technologies: Spraying is a critical agricultural aviation service that 
provides rapid response to sudden pest outbreaks. Unmanned agricultural aviation spraying has the 
advantage of low labour operational costs with no damage to crops or soil physical structure. UAV based 
aerial spraying technology is proving to be a boon especially for small and medium sized farms.



DRONES & AGRICULTURE :  A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN

An Eye in the Sky for Agriculture : The Drone Revolution
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Drone developed by General Aeronautics for crop spraying









GA-3: Multi-copter
Requirements 
• > 40 min Endurance
• > 4 km Range
• > EO & IR Camera
• VTOL
• Box to Launch < 10 mins





Benefits of UAVs– Case Study from Sri Lanka
• The ability of UAVs/Drones to hover over fields with sensing 

devices promises many benefits to the farmers
• Recently International water management institute carried out 

trials in Sri Lanka with a near field infrared sensor ( NIR ). The 
trials showed how NIR can  give early warning of problems any 
where in the field.

• It was observed that a drone with NIR camera could identify 
stress in a plant 10 days  before it becomes visible  to the eye.

• When a plant goes into stress due to water or fertilizer 
shortage  or because it is  being attacked by  a pest, 
photosynthetic activity decreases and that affects the 
chlorophyll. That is what NIR can detect but human eye  cannot 
see  until it s more advanced.

• 10 days warning could prevent large scale  crop losses.





Image Processing

• Image processing is an important area in agriculture
• Traditional image processing techniques

* Image preprocessing
* Image segmentation
* Feature extraction
* Image classification

• These processes are cumbersome, time consuming & cost is high



Image Processing- Advent of AI



Artificial intelligence: A definition
AI is typically defined as the ability of a machine to perform cognitive 
functions we associate with human minds, such as perceiving, reasoning, 
learning, and problem solving. 
Machine learning: A definition
Most recent advances in AI have been achieved by applying machine learning 
to very large data sets. Machine-learning algorithms detect patterns and learn 
how to make predictions and recommendations by processing data and 
experiences, rather than by receiving explicit programming instruction. The 
algorithms also adapt in response to new data and experiences to improve 
efficacy over time 

What is AI & ML



Source :An executive’s guide to AI, Mckinsey Analytics



Machine Learning ( ML )
&  Deep Learning ( DL )
• Machine learning  is most popular technique used for analysis of 

images
* K-means; Support Vector Machines (SVM)
*  Artificial neural net works ( ANN) etc etc

• The  recent technique for image processing is Deep Learning ( DL ). 
Deep Learning provides high accuracy, out performing existing ML 
techniques

• DL how ever needs large data for training which can be generated 
using Drones/UAVs



Deep Learning
• Deep learning is a type of Machine learning that can 

process a wide range of data sources, requires less data 
processing by humans, and can often produce  more 
accurate results than traditional machine learning 
approaches.

• In deep  learning interconnected layers of software based 
calculators known as “ neurons “ form a neural net work.

• The net work can ingest vast amount of input data and 
process them through multiple layers that learn 
increasingly complex features of data at each layer.

• The net work can make a determination  about the data, 
learn if it’s determination is correct, and use what it has 
learnt to make determination  about new data.

• For example ,once it learns what an object looks like, it 
can recognize the object in a new image



Source : An Executive’s guide to AI,Mckinsey Analytics



Ref : convolution neural net works in precision agriculture for plant recognition and classification



Source : Neelam Sinha,ICASSP,2021

Team Work  with members from CPCRI, IIIT,Bangalore & General Aeronautics



PLANT 
PHENOMICS 
Plant phenotyping is the
comprehensive assessment of
complex plant traits such as
growth, development,
tolerance, architecture, yield,
and the basic measurement
of individual quantitative
parameters that form the
basis for more complex traits .

Computer vision and machine
learning methods are the
primary drivers for the
development of high-
throughput models for the
quantification of plant
phenotypes like leaves, roots
to name a few.

Basic workflow in computer vision–based plant phenotyping

(i) Identification, (ii) Classification, (iii) Quantification  (iv) Prediction



Field Phenomics

• Phenotyping in the field allows researchers to observe and measure 
phenotypic data in large quantities from remote sensors in the air and 
on the ground under variable environmental conditions.

• Ground based Sensor Network

• UAV for Aerial Imaging



WHY AI NOW

A convergence of Algorithmic advances, data 
proliferation and tremendous increase in 
computing power and storage propelled AI 
from hype to reality





GOI’s  Policies on drones & app in Agriculture
• The Gov  considers UAVs can be significant creators of employment and 

economic growth due to their reach, versatility, and ease of use, especially in 
India’s remote and inaccessible areas and envisions India as a possible global 
drone hub by 2030.

• Government is promoting the use of 'Kisan Drone' for crop assessment, 
digitization of land records, spraying of pesticides and nutrients .

• Government  Promotes Drone use in Agriculture – Financial Support Being 
Extended Under ‘Sub-Mission on Agriculture Mechanization’

Agriculture Ministry to provide grant up to Rs. 10 lakhs to agricultural institutes for 
purchase of drones

Custom Hiring Centers set up by Cooperative Society of Farmers, FPOs and 
Rural entrepreneurs to also get financial assistance for purchase of drones

Subsidized purchase would make drones more accessible to the common man 
and will encourage domestic drone production




